
Let’s get wild on beachfashionshop.com
Designer label Wildfox stirs up the beach with audacious fashion

What could be more exciting than L.A.? Fashion from the metropolis! On the virtual shelves of Beachfashionshop.com, sun
loving fashionistas can now shop for Californian lifestyle. Casual tunics, tight beach dresses, sexy bikinis, sensual hot pants
and stylish beach towels - Wildfox gets wild on the beach! The label relies on a daring mix of styles: from vintage, retro, gypsy,
western, punk, to gothic and 60’s chic – this beachwear challenges extraordinary contrasts.

In the premium online shop www.beachfashionshop.com , the signs point to flower power. The colourful bandeau bikini radiates a San
Francisco Feeling on the beaches of the world. Cute ruffles on the panties and an all-over flower print give the two-piece a romantic look,
which is broken by the smart bikini top: a refined knot between the cups creates an exciting cleavage.

Wildfox loves stars and stripes! With the tunics by the Californian label you can easily put stars to your skin. Whether ice blue or delicate
rosé: the tunics with white star pattern make for a heavenly relaxed look on a sunny day at the beach. Perfect match: the light blue bikini.
White stars on one side, white-pink stripes on the other bikini side together create the pattern of the American flag.

"Take me to the beach!" - the casual beach dresses by Wildfox shout out. They are the perfect combination for an eye-catching bikini by
the wild foxes. The tank tops in oversize style with side pockets and asymmetrical hemlines are perfect for a cool drink at the beach bar,
including hot glances.
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About beachfashionshop.com

The vision of the German entrepreneur Vanessa Koeman was to bring beach and city outfits by stylish trend labels from South America and
the United States exclusively to Europe. Therefore, three years ago, the trendsetter founded www.beachfashionshop.com. Designer labels like
Mara Hoffman, Matthew Williamson, Shay Todd, Elizabeth Hurley, Melissa Odabash, L*Space and Diane von Furstenberg are offered in the
premium online shop. For the latest collections the 33 year old business women travels around the world - always looking for exotic
newcomers, popular luxury labels and it-pieces for stunning beach beauties.


